Sessions with papers of Interest to Cistercian and Monastic Studies, ICMS 2019
Compiled by Martha Krieg

Thursday

10:00 am
Session #10: Exegesis and Jewish-Christian Relations: In Memory of Michael A. Signer
    Location: Bernhard 213
Session #18: Messy Bodies I: Bodies That Are
    Location: Fetzer 2020
Session #20: Age of Arthur: Late Antiquity in Gaul and Britain
    Location: Fetzer 2040
Session #32: Chant and Liturgy
    Location: Schneider 1245
Session #36: Patrons of the Franciscans
    Location: Schneider 1335
Session #45: Roundtable on Visions of Sainthood in Medieval Rome: The Lives of Margherita Colonna by Giovanni Colonna and Stefania (University of Notre Dame, 2017; English translation by Larry F. Field)
    Location: Valley 3 Eldridge 309

1:30 pm
Session #56: The Manger-Crib in Medieval Culture and Beyond
    Location: Bernhard 213
Session #70: New Voices in Anglo-Saxon Studies I
    Location: Sangren 1720
Session: #73: In Honor of Richard Kieckhefer I: The Sinister
    Location: Sangren 1730
Session #95: Thomas Aquinas
    Location: Valley 3 Stinson Lounge

3:30 pm
Session #101: Medieval Ales Revisited: The Continuing Debate about Hops and Gruit
    Location: Bernhard 209
Session #106: Middle English Drama
    Location: Bernhard Brown & Gold Room
Session #114: Manuscripts and Religious Contact in the Middle East
    Location: Fetzer 2040
Session #116: Hellscapes and Satan’s Chains: Hell and Damnation in Early Medieval Textual and Visual Culture II  
Location: Sangren 1320

Session #119: In Honor of Richard Kieckhefer II: The Sacred  
Location: Sangren 1730

Session #126: Women Healers in Medieval Family and Community Life  
Location: Schneider 1160

Session: #131: Twelfth-Century Monasticism  
Location: Schneider 1255

Session #133: Topics in Hagiography II  
Location: Schneider 1320

Session #135: Franciscan Women in Writing: Creating, Practicing, and Interpreting Theologies  
Location: Schneider 1330

Session #140: The Other Half of Heaven: Visualizing Female Sanctity in East and West (ca. 1200–1500) II  
Location: Schneider 1360

7:30 pm
Session #149: Lecture on the Reception of the Classics in the Middle Ages  
Location: Fetzer 1005

Friday

8:30 am
Session #151: Plenary Lecture I  
Location: Bernhard East Ballroom

10:00 am
Session #154: Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts and Their Early Modern Readers  
Location: Bernhard 204

Session #159: Episcopal Things and Ecclesiastical Spaces I: Clerics and Codices: Bishops, Secular Clergy, and Their Books  
Location: Bernhard 211

Session #172: Reformation I: Reformation Strategies: History, Biography, Polemic  
Location: Sangren 1320

Session #180: Adaptation and Appropriation: Liturgies for New Power Realities in the Middle Ages  
Location: Schneider 1130
Session #182: Networks of Patronage in Central Europe
   Location: Schneider 1140
Session #183: Episcopal and Papal Influences on Monasteries of Western Europe
   Location: Schneider 1145
Session #196: Medieval Religious Cultures
   Location: Schneider 1335
Session #202: Inventing and Deploying Auctoritates
   Location: Schneider 2335
Session #208: Bonaventure’s *Hexaëmeron*
   Location: Valley 3 Eldridge 309
Session #209: Augustinian Approaches to Paul: Augustine and/or Other Medieval Authors
   Location: Valley 3 Stinson 306
Session #210: Image of Christ and the Rule of Benedict in Medieval Benedictine Writers
   Location: Valley 3 Stinson Lounge

1:30 pm
   Location: Bernhard 209
Session #218: Episcopal Things and Ecclesiastical Spaces II: Old Clerics, New Tricks: Bishops, Secular Clergy, and New Methodology
   Location: Bernhard 211
Session #226: The Cistercian Carta Caritatis
   Location: Fetzer 1060
Session #230: Views of the Anchoritic Adjacent
   Location: Fetzer 2040
Session #236: Icons of Sound
   Location: Sangren 1750
Session #243: Early Medieval Europe I: Christianity and Society: The Construction of Ecclesiastical Authority in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
   Location: Schneider 1155
Session #246: Scribal Cultures across Eurasia
   Location: Schneider 1225
Session #255: Reception of the Classics in the Middle Ages I
   Location: Schneider 1335
Session #259: Body, Mind, and Matter in Medieval Scandinavia I: Emotional and Social Communities
Session #265: Thomistic Philosophy II: Analogy and Being  
Location: Valley 2 Lefevre Lounge

3:30 pm
Session #274: Vernacular Theology and Medieval Franciscans  
Location: Bernhard 209
Session #278: Sanctity and Hagiography in the Byzantine World: Papers in Honor of Alice-Mary Talbot  
Location: Bernhard 213
Session #280: Concepts and Practices of Performance in Medieval European Culture II (A Roundtable)  
Location: Fetzer 1005
Session #297: Chant and Liturgy in the Beneventan Zone  
Location: Schneider 1130

Saturday

8:30 am
Session #333: Plenary Lecture I  
Location: Bernhard East Ballroom

10:00 am
Session #341: Anonymous Anglo-Saxon Saints’ Lives  
Location: Bernhard 211
Session #343: Episcopal Things and Ecclesiastical Spaces III: Brevia on Bishops and the Secular Clergy in the Middle Ages (A Panel Discussion)  
Location: Bernhard 213
Session #367: Medieval Sermon Studies III: The Preacher’s Tools and Models  
Location: Schneider 1275
Session #370: Old Codices, New Contexts I: Latin Manuscripts  
Location: Schneider 1325
Session #374: Medieval Futura I: Now  
Location: Schneider 1345
Session #378: Constructing Sacred Space  
Location: Schneider 2335
Session #383: Thomas Aquinas I  
Location: Valley 2 Lefevre Lounge
1:30 pm
Session #413: Hagiography and Historiography
    Location: Schneider 1155
Session #417: Ritual Space and Sacred Limits in Medieval Iberian Literature
    Location: Schneider 1235
Session #436: Thomas Aquinas II
    Location: Valley 2 Lefevre Lounge
Session #437: Family and Kinship in Marie de France
    Location: Valley 3 Eldridge 309

3:30 pm
Session #480: Intermediality in Iberian Manuscripts: Materiality and Meaning in Context II
    Location: Schneider 1350
Session #488: Thomas Aquinas II
    Location: Valley 2 Lefevre Lounge

Sunday

8:30 am
Session #516: Women Writing Letters: Compare and Contrast
    Location: Schneider 1245
Session #518: Vices and Virtues: Gender, Subversion, and Moralizing Discourses
    Location: Schneider 1275
Session #519: The Medieval Beguines: A Radical Phenomenon of Proto-Feminism
    Location: Schneider 1280

10:30 am
Session #526: Hiberno-Latin Studies
    Location: Bernhard 205